Air Guns—Not Air Toys!

For shooting enthusiasts who enjoy the fun, convenience and realism that a premium quality airgun offers.

• **X20 S** – Quietest Airgun In Its Class
• Spring Piston Air Rifle, .177 Caliber and .22 Caliber
• Fully-Adjustable Fiber Optic Sights
• Bore-Sighted, Factory-Mounted Scope
• Two-Stage Adjustable Trigger
• Industry-Leading Warranty

StoegerAirguns.com
Stoeger ATAC Suppressor Gas Ram air rifle
Stoeger’s GRT (Gas Ram Technology) delivers much smoother shooting. Suppressor makes it neighbor-friendly.

- Gas piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=1200 fps, .22 cal=1000 fps
  - PC-3042-5883: .177: $259.95
  - PC-3042-5886: .22: $259.95

Stoeger X3 air rifle
Youth pellet rifle. Right size, right weight, easy to cock.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
- .177 cal=1000 fps, .22 cal=800 fps
- PC-2932-5692: .177, gun only: $189.99
- PC-2935-5698: .177, 4-12x40AO scope w/ill. reticle & mount: $269.99
- PC-2934-5884: .177, 4-12x40AO scope & mount: $249.99
- PC-2933-5694: .177, 3-9x32AO scope & mount: $229.99
- PC-2933-5695: .22, 3-9x32AO scope & mount: $229.99
- PC-2932-5693: .22, gun only: $189.99
- PC-2934-5697: .22, 4-12x40AO scope & mount: $249.99
- PC-2935-5699: .22, 4-12x40AO scope w/ill. reticle & mount: $269.99

Tech Force M12 air rifle series
Pick from .177 or .22 caliber & several optical choices. Power & accuracy in one gun...and it won’t break the bank!

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
- .177 cal=1000 fps, .22 cal=800 fps
- PC-2932-5692: .177, gun only: $189.99
- PC-2935-5698: .177, 4-12x40AO scope w/ill. reticle & mount: $269.99
- PC-2934-5696: .177, 4-12x40AO scope & mount: $249.99
- PC-2933-5694: .177, 3-9x32AO scope & mount: $229.99
- PC-2933-5695: .22, 3-9x32AO scope & mount: $229.99
- PC-2932-5693: .22, gun only: $189.99
- PC-2934-5697: .22, 4-12x40AO scope & mount: $249.99
- PC-2935-5699: .22, 4-12x40AO scope w/ill. reticle & mount: $269.99

Tech Force TF79 Competition air rifle
Economical rifle that hits the 10-ring without busting your budget!

- CO2
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .22 cal=550 fps
  - PC-2329-4669: $179.95

Umarex EBOS CO2 machine gun
88-gram CO2 tank delivers lots of shots between fills. 24rd BB mag, 400rd reservoir.

- CO2
- Semi-auto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=540 fps
- PC-2042-4157: $129.95

Umarex Steel Force CO2 gun
Uses two 12-gram CO2 cartridges. Lots of tactical rails, 30rd BB mag, 300rd reservoir.

- CO2
- Full-/semi-auto
- 6rd full-auto burst
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=430 fps
- PC-3105-6028: $119.95

Umarex Octane air rifle
Reaxis gas piston and SilencAIR sound-deadening technology. Synthetic TH stock. Incl. 3-9x40 scope & mount.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
- .177 cal=1200 fps
- PC-3098-6019: .177: $219.95
- PC-3098-6020: .22: $219.95

Umarex Surge air rifle
Unique TH stock, muzzlebrake, 30 lbs. cocking effort, 4x32 scope & mount.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=1200 fps
  - PC-3099-6021: $99.95

Umarex Fusion CO2 rifle
SilencAIR noise-dampening technology, 4x32 scope & mount.

- CO2
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=750 fps
  - PC-3100-6022: $169.95
Walther Lever Action CO2 rifle
Airgun version of the Winchester 1894 firearm. Ultra-realistic. Uses one 88-gram CO2 cartridge. 8rd rotary clip.

- CO2
- Lever-action
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=600 fps
- PC-2445-4897: $399.99

Walther LGV air rifle series
Sporiting rifles reminiscent of the great Walther LGV target rifles of the 1960s. Wood or synthetic stock. Vibration reduction system, integral silencer, barrel lock.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
- .177 cal=1000 fps, .22 cal=700 fps
- PC-3043-5887: .177, LGV Challenger, synthetic stock: $566.10
- PC-3045-5891: .177, LGV Master, beech stock: $675.75
- PC-3044-5889: .177, LGV Challenger Ultra, synthetic stock: $599.95
- PC-3046-5893: .177, LGV Master Ultra, beech stock: $699.95
- PC-3031-5895: .177, LGV Competition Ultra, beech stock w/adj. cheekpiece: $745.95
- PC-3043-5888: .22, LGV Challenger, synthetic stock: $566.10
- PC-3044-5890: .22, LGV Challenger Ultra, synthetic stock: $599.95
- PC-3045-5892: .22, LGV Master, beech stock: $675.75
- PC-3046-5894: .22, LGV Master Ultra, beech stock: $699.95
- PC-3031-5896: .22, LGV Competition Ultra, beech stock w/adj. cheekpiece: $745.95

Walther LG400 Universal air rifle
World-class accuracy for 10M shooting. You don’t have to be a competitive shooter to deserve this air rifle! Accuracy without the extravagant price. Ambi stock & grip.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Sidelever
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=570 fps
- PC-2906-5637: $1539.95

Walther LG400 Alutec Competition Match air rifle
Everything you could ever want from a 10-meter rifle...including the most important thing: Gold Medal accuracy!

- Precharged pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=558 fps
- PC-2553-5080: $2699.99

Walther LG400 Alutec Economy air rifle
Gold Medal accuracy. Steel reservoir, up 800 shots per fill & highly adjustable aluminum stock. Incl. hard case & accessories.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Sidelever
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=570 fps
- PC-2907-5638: $2195.95

Walther LG400 Anatomic Expert air rifle
Want to win a gold medal? This can take you there! Laminated wood stock with RH medium 3D grip with memory effect.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Sidelever
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=570 fps
- PC-2905-5636: $3425.95

Webley Patriot air rifle series
A powerhouse air rifle revered by hunters worldwide. Fiber optic sights, raised right-hand cheekpiece and a beautiful walnut stock. Gun only or w/4-12x50 Nikko Stirling scope & mount.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Hunting
- .177 cal=1250 fps, .22 cal=880 fps, .25 cal=820 fps
- PC-2584-5124: .177, unscoped: $339.99
- PC-3085-6000: .177, scoped: $359.99
- PC-2584-5126: .25, unscoped: $339.99
- PC-3085-6002: .25, scoped: $359.99

Tasco World Class spotting scope
See your shots without going downrange. Incl. 20-60x80mm spotting scope, tripod, 45-degree eyepiece, soft case & hard case.

- PC-A-4576: $169.95
Webley Rebel air rifle
Great price for Webley quality. Lots of uses...from plinking to pest elimination. Up to 8 pumps.

- Multi-pump pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Hunting
  - .177 cal=963 fps, .22 cal=690 fps
  - PC-2980-5777: .177, gun only, black stock: $129.95
  - PC-2980-5778: .22, gun only, black stock: $129.95

Webley Valuemax air rifle series
Ambi Mossy Oak camo or black stock. Unscoped or scoped w/3-9x40 Nikko Stirling scope & mount.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=1000 fps, .20 cal=850 fps, .22 cal=820 fps
  - PC-3086-6003: .177, black stock, unscoped: $149.95
  - PC-3087-6006: .177, black stock, scoped: $189.95
  - PC-3086-6004: .20, black stock, unscoped: $149.95
  - PC-3087-6007: .20, black stock, scoped: $189.95
  - PC-2785-5457: .22, camo stock, unscoped: $199.95

Webley Valuemax air rifle series
Ambi Mossy Oak camo or black stock. Unscoped or scoped w/3-9x40 Nikko Stirling scope & mount.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Hunting
  - .177 cal=1000 fps, .20 cal=860 fps, .22 cal=765 fps
  - PC-36-3853: .177: $589.95
  - PC-36-3854: .20: $589.95
  - PC-36-3853: .22: $589.95

Weihrauch HW80 air rifle

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/target practice
  - .177 cal=1000 fps, .20 cal=860 fps, .22 cal=765 fps
  - PC-36-3853: .177: $589.95
  - PC-36-3854: .20: $589.95
  - PC-36-3853: .22: $589.95

Weihrauch HW90 air rifle
Gas piston instead of a metal mainspring. Sweet shooter and quite accurate!

- Gas piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=1050 fps, .22 cal=853 fps, .25 cal=725 fps
  - PC-238-4718: .22: $695.95
  - PC-238-4719: .25: $695.00

Winchester 1028/1029 air rifle series
Model 1028 has a wood stock, 4x32AO scope & mount. The 1029 has a synthetic thumbhole stock, 3-9x32AO scope & mount.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=1000 fps
  - PC-2452-4908: 1029 model: $159.99

Winchester 77XS air rifle
Incl. 4x32 scope & mount. 50rd BB reservoir, single-shot pellet shooter.

- Multi-pump pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=800 fps
  - PC-2452-4909: $79.99

Winchester M14 CO2 rifle
Shoots either steel BBs or lead pellets. Uses two 12-gram CO2 cartridges at a time. 16rd mag.

- CO2
- Semi-auto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=700 fps
  - PC-2719-5343: $149.99

Shop 24/7!
www.PyramydAir.com
Winchester 1100 air rifle series
Open sights, 4x32 scope & mount. Wood or synthetic stock.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=1100 fps
  - PC-3128-6056: synthetic stock: $109.95
  - PC-3129-6057: wood stock: $119.95

Winchester 1250 air rifle series
Open sights, 3-9x32AO scope & mount. Synthetic TH stock or solid wood stock.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=1250 fps
  - PC-3128-6056: synthetic stock: $109.95
  - PC-3129-6057: wood stock: $119.95

Aftermath .45 CO2 pistol
Pink or black. Add a flashlight or laser to the Weaver accessory rail for increased accuracy. 19rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=430 fps
  - PC-2596-5154: black, Mayhem Sport Tactical: $79.95
  - PC-2595-5153: pink & black, Lady Sport Tactical: $59.95

AirForce TalonP air pistol
Up to 50 ft-lbs. of energy. Adj. power lets you shoot indoors or out. Incl. Spin-Loc tank.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .25 cal=900 fps
  - PC-2400-5127: $431.00

ASG Bersa BP9CC CO2 pistol
Realistic blowback gun. Looks & handles like the firearm. 20rd removable BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=350 fps
  - PC-2946-5724: $99.95
  - PC-A-4518: $12.95

ASG Bersa Thunder 9 PRO CO2 pistol
Replica of the Bersa Thunder PRO HC. Removable 19rd BB stick mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=440 fps
  - PC-2909-5640: $64.95
  - PC-A-4465: extra mag: $7.95

ASG STI Duty One CO2 pistol
Remarkable copy of the 1911 firearm. Moveable slide. 20rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=383 fps
  - PC-2679-5274: $99.99
  - PC-A-4102: extra mag: $9.95

Avanti Triumph Match air pistol series
Introductory pistols for aspiring 10-meter shooters & those looking for fun plinkers. The 747 has a Lothar Walther barrel.

- Single-stroke pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Competition
  - .177 cal=360 fps
  - PC-308-717: 747 model: $199.95
  - PC-1241-2227: 717 model: $159.99

Beeman HW70A air pistol
Made by Germany’s Weihrauch factory. Accurate plinker without the big price tag.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Small game hunting/plinking
  - .177 cal=360 fps
  - PC-2400-5127: $431.00

Crosman Pellgunoil
Put 1-2 drops on the tip of each 8-gram or 12-gram CO2 cartridge and 2-3 drops on each 88-gram CO2 tank before inserting it into your gun. Use gun as usual, and the Pellgunoil will disperse into your gun and coat all the seals. Prevents seals from drying out. Stops leaks!


Fax: 216-896-0896
PyramydAir.com
Benjamin Marauder air pistol series
A perfect match for the Marauder air rifle, the pistol is a super hunting gun in its own right. Incl. shoulder stock. Choose from camo or black. 8rd mag.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Repeater
- Small game hunting/plinking
- .22 cal=700 fps
- PC-2367-4738: gun only, black: $389.99
- PC-2722-5346: gun, Realtree AP camo, Multi-TAC Quick Aim Sight: $499.99
- PC-A-3527: extra mag: $14.95

Beeman P1 air pistol series
The Holy Grail of air pistols. Fantastic trigger, almost no recoil. Incredible accuracy. Low and high power.

- Spring-piston
- Overlever
- Single-shot
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=600 fps, .20 cal=530 fps, .22 cal=460 fps
- PC-555-1144: .177, black finish, walnut grips: $439.95
- PC-2665-5250: .177, black/stainless look, plastic grips: $519.99
- PC-555-1145: .20, black finish, walnut grips: $479.95
- PC-555-4516: .22, black finish, walnut grips: $499.95
- PC-2665-5251: .22, black/stainless look, plastic grips: $519.95

Beeman P3 air pistol
A fun shooter and naturally accurate. TruGlo front sight.

- Single-stroke pneumatic
- Overlever
- Single-shot
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=410 fps
- PC-556-1146: $239.95

Beeman P11 air pistol based on the P1 but has competition-style laminated grips and a two-tone, all-weather finish. Low & high power.

- Spring-piston
- Overlever
- Single-shot
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=600 fps, .22 cal=460 fps
- PC-1895-3871: .177: $539.95
- PC-1895-4223: .22: $519.95

Beeman P17 air pistol series
Outstanding accuracy. Totally recoilless. Fun all-day plinker & target pistol

- Single-stroke pneumatic
- Overlever
- Single-shot
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=410 fps
- PC-1024-1912: gun, safety glasses & ammo: $45.95
- PC-614-1236: gun only: $39.95
- PC-1231-2212: gun, dot sight & mount: $42.95

Beeman 2008 CO2 pistol
Fun little pistol the whole family will enjoy. Easy to shoot, ideal for indoor plinking. Incl. four 6rd mags.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=400 fps
- PC-1328-2362: $79.99

Benjamin Trail NP air pistol
For the first time, the Crosman Nitro Piston Technology is in a pistol. Hours of shootin’ fun without the drawbacks of a metal mainspring.

- Gas piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=625 fps
- PC-2723-5347: $79.99

Beretta 90-TWO CO2 pistol
Dead-ringer for the firearm! 21rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=375 fps
- PC-2723-5347: $79.99

National Target 10-meter air pistol bull targets
NRA official targets, 100ct.

- PC-A-1171: 4 bulls: $17.00
Airgun powerplants

by Tom Gaylord

Airguns are powered by air or compressed gas, supplied by three main powerplants and a couple minor powerplants. These powerplants determine how we categorize an airgun. Let’s look at what goes into each of these powerplants—to make it easier to choose the gun that best suits you.

**Pneumatics**

Pneumatics are the oldest type of airguns. They date back to some time in the mid-16th century, but we don’t know the exact date. There’s an example in the Royal Danish Museum that’s dated 1603. It’s so refined that we know something must have come before it.

Pneumatics are further divided into three subtypes—precharged, multi-pump and single-stroke. Precharged pneumatics, abbreviated as PCP, are the oldest type. They’re filled with compressed air and can be fired many times between fillings and are the most popular type of pneumatic today, though not the most common. PCPs are very easy to shoot accurately.

Multi-pump pneumatics are also quite old, but Americans know of them through Benjamin, Crosman and, more recently, Daisy. These guns are pumped a variable number of times; and, when fired, they exhaust all their air. Multi-pumps of the past have been able to fire more than a single shot when filled, but today’s guns must be pumped for each shot. These guns have historically been very affordable and are among the airguns that Americans know best.

Single-stroke pneumatics are the newest type. They first came into being when Walther brought out the LGR target rifle and LPII target pistol in the 1960s. A single-stroke is like a multi-pump that can only be pumped one time. If you move the pump handle after it has been pumped—trying for a second stroke—the compressed air from the first stroke rushes back out of the reservoir.

**Pneumatic performance**

Nearly all pneumatic powerplants perform the same, regardless of how they operate. When fired, they typically recoil very little and are remarkably insensitive to how they’re held. As a result, pneumatics are the most pleasant type of airgun to shoot and have a deserved reputation for being the most accurate, as well.

Because they are so desirable, manufacturers put a lot of quality into their pneumatics, which results in higher prices. There are a few exceptions like the Beeman P17 single-stroke pneumatic pistol that retails for less than $50; but, in general, pneumatics are among the more expensive guns, with precharged pneumatics leading the field.

Still, their insensitivity to hold and greater accuracy make them the best choices for target rifles and pistols and long-range sporting rifles. Today’s top pneumatic air rifles can equal the best rimfire target rifles to about 50 yards under ideal conditions.

**Spring-piston**

The spring-piston airgun came about in the 19th century. It works by a powerful spring pushing an airtight piston forward when the gun fires. The piston then compresses the air in front of it and shoves it through a small port at the end of the compression chamber, where it gets behind the pellet and pushes it down the barrel. The BB gun mechanism is a spring piston with a slight variation that I will explain in a moment.

The spring piston powerplant is the most popular, by far, because shooters perceive that it is both simple and reliable. It out-sells all the other...
types of airgun powerplants by a wide margin. There’s a broader range of quality in spring-piston airguns than in any other powerplant type. It ranges from marginal guns made in Asia to remarkable guns made in the United Kingdom and Germany.

**Three cocking types**

Spring-piston guns are further defined by how they’re cocked. They can either be breakbarrels, underlevers or sidelevers. Both the underlever and sidelever guns have a separate cocking lever, while the breakbarrel guns use the barrel to cock the mechanism. There’s a fourth type of mechanism—the overlever—but they aren’t common.

Some shooters believe that because a breakbarrel is cocked by its barrel, the barrel will bend over time or the gun will be less accurate because the barrel moves. Both of these ideas are urban legends that have been proven false with testing.

**Spring-piston performance**

It takes skill to shoot a spring-piston airgun well. The shooter must learn not to fight the recoil of the gun, but to let it play out the same way on every shot. A springer vibrates with every shot; and if this vibration doesn’t act in the same way every time, the muzzle will be in a different place when the pellet exits. That causes the shots to be thrown around wildly instead of grouping well. Even if the barrel is very accurate, this random vibration can destroy any potential for accuracy the gun may have.

The amount of air that a spring-piston gun compresses is limited to the internal volume of the compression chamber. Because the air pressure always starts out at the ambient pressure, spring-piston guns generate very little compressed air by volume—hence, they’re potentially the weakest of all piston guns generate very little compressed air by volume—hence, they’re potentially the weakest of all powerplants. This is certainly true when compared to pneumatics; but since CO2 guns are usually lower-the overlever—but they aren’t common.

Some shooters believe that because a breakbarrel is cocked by its barrel, the barrel will bend over time or the gun will be less accurate because the barrel moves. Both of these ideas are urban legends that have been proven false with testing.

**Gas springs**

One type of spring-piston design uses a gas spring unit instead of a coiled steel mainspring with a separate piston. Gas springs replaced coiled steel springs for applications in automobiles several decades ago. They are lighter, more reliable, last longer, do not weaken when held in full compression most of the time and they work better in cold weather (to a point).

Gas springs are found in all three types of spring-piston airguns—breakbarrels, sidelevers and underlevers, though they are most commonly found in breakbarrels. While they have the advantages listed here, they do have one drawback. They require full cocking effort from the instant cocking begins, while a steel spring gradually builds up to the maximum effort. Hence, steel spring cocking geometry can be set up to assist with the cocking effort, but not much can be done to offset the gas spring.

**BB guns**

I said earlier that BB guns were a special type of spring-piston powerplant. The classic Red Ryder-type BB guns have a modified two-stage spring-piston design. There’s a long hollow tube in the center of the piston that pushes the BB off its seat when the gun is fired, accelerating it to around 80 f.p.s. That’s stage one. The air compressed by the piston then rushes through the tube, boosting velocity up as high as it will go—somewhere between 250 and 350 f.p.s. That’s the second stage of this unique airgun powerplant.

**CO2 guns**

Carbon dioxide gas has been used to power guns since the late 1870s, when Paul Giffard first converted his pneumatic guns to operate on the gas. Carbon dioxide, or CO2 as it is known, is a refrigerant gas that expands to many times its volume when changing from a liquid to a gas. At 70 deg. F, it has a vapor pressure of 853 psi that remains constant. If some of the gas is removed from a pressure vessel, such as when a gun fires and exhausts it through the valve, the internal pressure drops, causing some of the liquid to evaporate until the gas pressure stabilizes again. So, CO2 is a self-regulating gas. As long as the temperature remains constant, the pressure stays the same.

Giffard’s guns were high-quality sporting guns of fairly large calibers (6mm and 8mm, as well as 4.5mm), but other companies didn’t follow him. The gas was difficult to obtain, and users had to mail their empty gas reservoirs to the company for a refill. That killed the idea.

Crosman resurrected CO2 in the early 1930s, for guns they supplied with entire shooting galleries. The idea was that companies would establish shooting leagues for their employees; and while there was some interest, World War II killed the scheme. The company revived the idea after the war, when they converted some of their pneumatic rifles to use 4.5-oz. military surplus CO2 tanks. The sudden availability of thousands of tanks spurred this initiative, but it also died within a few years.

In the 1950s, Crosman brought the 12-gram Powerlet to market, and gas guns have used it ever
since. Small and compact, this cartridge provides the identical power as a huge tank of CO2 because of the gas pressure regulation phenomenon.

**CO2 gun performance**

Because it’s a refrigerant, CO2 cools the gun as it’s used, and the gas pressure drops as it cools. The velocity of these guns declines when they’re fired rapidly. On the other hand, the convenience of a large supply of pressurized gas lends itself to repeating mechanisms. Shooters must learn their guns to know how fast they can be fired without affecting performance.

Ambient temperature affects performance, so CO2 guns operate best within a range of temperatures from about 60 deg. to about 95 deg. F. Any lower and the gun may not be able to recover from the cold. Any hotter and you run the risk of a valve lockup from over-pressurization.

CO2 guns are neutral from a hold sensitivity standpoint, so they’re more like pneumatics in that respect. Because the gas pressure remains constant, their valves have to be opened to pass more gas if more velocity is desired—and they top out around the same point as magnum springers. They do not achieve the high velocities of springers; but because they can shoot much heavier pellets, their power is about on par.

**Catapult guns**

We don’t see these as much today, but there were a crop of so-called airguns that used elastic or rubber bands. Think of them as slingshots shaped like guns. With one exception, these were all low-powered indoor target guns. The exception was a .43-caliber lead ball shooter than could take medium-sized game.

Catapult guns normally shoot their small projectiles at between 100 and 160 f.p.s., so the power is very low. Many of them shoot round lead balls that are considerably smaller than a standard steel BB, and they don’t generate a lot of energy, either. They were often packaged as toys for shooting indoors. Of course, the times have changed since these guns were popular (~1920-1960); and if they were offered today, the sales pitch would have to be updated.

**Summary**

There you have it—three major airgun powerplants with all their variations. Each has its strengths and weaknesses, and there’s enough choice to satisfy almost any shooter and budget.
Beretta 92FS CO2 pistol series
Faithful copy of the Beretta 92FS firearm. Choose from a variety of finishes. 8rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=425 fps
- PC-133-465: blued gun, black plastic grips: $199.99
- PC-134-465: blued gun, wood grips: $279.95
- PC-135-467: nickel gun, black plastic grips: $229.95
- PC-136-469: nickel gun, wood grips: $249.95
- PC-A-145: extra clips, 3ct: $14.95

Beretta Elite II CO2 pistol
The famous Beretta legacy continues with this replica of the Elite II firearm. Add a laser to the accessory rail for pinpoint accuracy. 19rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=410 fps
- PC-1247-2242: $44.90

Beretta PX4 Storm CO2 pistol series
The PX4 Storm looks, feels & shoots like the firearm it copies! Shoots BBs or pellets...use whatever ammo you have on hand. Get the tricked-out Recon version for extra fun. 16rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=380 fps
- PC-1308-2337: gun only: $89.99
- PC-1307-2338: black slide & brown frame; incl. compensator, tactical accessory rail mount, Shot Dot point sight & Walther tactical flashlight w/corded switch: $159.99
- PC-A-2098: extra mag: $9.95

Beretta SX4 Tactical BB shotgun
Shoots 1 (480 fps) or 3 (250 fps) BBs at a time. Fun shooter, gets lots of shots per 88-gram CO2 tank. 40rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=480 fps
- PC-2962-5741: $69.99

Beretta XX-Treme CO2 pistol
Based on the Beretta 92FS firearm. Incl. compensator, dot sight & quad-rail. 8rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=425 fps
- PC-742-1411: $279.99
- PC-A-145: extra clips, 3ct: $14.95

Browning 800 Express air pistol
Very powerful pistol. Incl. a cocking aid.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=700 fps, .22 cal=600 fps
- PC-1857-3745: .177: $149.99

Browning Buck Mark URX air pistol
Ambi grip with finger grooves. Only 19.8 lbs. cocking effort. Terrific indoor pistol.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=360 fps
- PC-2745-5376: $44.95

Browning Hi Power Mark III CO2 pistol
Replica of the Browning Hi Power handgun. DA/SA. 18rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=410 fps
- PC-2746-5377: $46.95

Colt 1911 A1 CO2 pistol series
The king of replicas. Choose from a variety of finishes & grips. 8rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=425 fps
- PC-136-397: blued gun, black plastic grips: $199.95
- PC-137-398: blued gun, wood grips: $269.99
- PC-A-145: extra mags, 3ct: $14.95
Colt 1911 Special Combat Classic CO2 pistol

Very realistic look, feel, function and weight. 20rd removable BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fin
- .177 cal=400 fps
- PC-2777-5417: $99.99

Colt Defender CO2 pistol

A compact 1911, the Defender is a faithful copy of the firearm it copies. 16rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fin
- .177 cal=440 fps
- PC-2015-4095: $49.99

Cometa Indian air pistol series

Only 7 lbs. cocking effort. Black or nickel.

- Spring-piston
- Overlever
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=492 fps
- PC-2918-5669: black: $199.50
- PC-2919-5670: nickel: $218.50

Crosman 1088 CO2 pistol

Great all-day shooter. Plink with lead pellets or steel BBs. Incl. safety glasses, pellets & BBs. 8rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fin
- .177 cal=492 fps
- PC-1007-1876: $47.99
- PC-A-1236: extra mags, 3ct: $5.99

Crosman 1322 air pistol

Great plinking or target pistol. Up to 10 pumps.

- Multi-pump pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Plinking & target practice
- .22 cal=460 fps
- PC-2657-5242: $54.95
- PC-2705-5322: $469.99

Crosman 1720T air pistol

Shrouded, choked, match-grade Lothar Walther barrel delivers small one-hole groups. Use for metallic silhouettes, paper targets or spinners. Match-grade trigger.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=730 fps
- PC-2705-5322: $469.99

Crosman 1911 CO2 pistol series

Experience the realism of your 1911 firearm while shooting in the comfort of your home. Choose from standard model, tactical version w/laser & mock compensator, or GI model w/blowback. 20rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fin
- .177 cal=480 fps/standard; 450 fps/GI; 550 fps/tactical
- PC-3094-6015: standard model: $39.95
- PC-3118-6044: tactical model: $69.95
- PC-3095-6016: GI model: $84.95

Crosman 1377C air pistol series

It’s been around for decades! Varied velocities based on number of pumps is like getting several guns in one. Black or brown. Up to 10 pumps.

- Multi-pump pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=600 fps
- PC-198-561: brown stock: $54.95
- PC-2502-4999: black stock: $54.95

Crosman 1322 air pistol

Great plinking or target pistol. Up to 10 pumps.

- Multi-pump pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Plinking & target practice
- .22 cal=460 fps
- PC-2657-5242: $54.95

Put 4 tins in your cart Pay for 3 lowest one is FREE

If you order $150, we’ll pay for shipping, too (lower 48 states)
Crosman 2300 CO2 pistol series
The 2300S has a Williams rear sight. The 2300T is for casual plinking.

- CO2
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=520 fps
- PC-927-1753: 2300T: $167.99
- PC-928-1754: 2300S: $259.99

Crosman 357W CO2 revolver
Real revolver mechanism, DA/SA. Very realistic. 10rd mag.

- CO2
- Revolver
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=435 fps
- PC-201-565: $44.95

Crosman C11 CO2 pistol series
Sleek, sharp, realistic. Get the gun or the tactical combo. 18rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=435 fps
- PC-1085-1993: gun only: $34.95
- PC-A-1940: extra mags, 2ct: $13.95

Crosman C31 CO2 pistol
Incl. a holster with retention strap. Ergonomic grip with finger grooves, fiber optic sights & accessory rail. 18rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=480 fps
- PC-1589-2919: $45.75
- PC-A-4351: extra mags, 2ct: $13.95

Crosman C41 CO2 pistol
Unique, textured grip has finger grooves. Very compact repeater. 18rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=495 fps
- PC-1792-3653: $59.95
- PC-A-3154: extra mag: $8.95

Crosman PRO77 CO2 pistol
Action shooting with a blowback pistol. Incl. two 12-gram CO2 cartridges, Crosman safety glasses & 350 steel BBs. 17rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=350 fps
- PC-1124-2043: $59.99
- PC-A-1285: extra mags, 2ct: $12.95

Crosman Silhouette air pistol
Fantastic two-stage adj. trigger, Lothar Walther barrel, almost no recoil. VERY quiet! About 50 shots per fill. Post front sight, no rear sight.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Target practice
- .177 cal=450 fps
- PC-2469-4950: $367.50

Crosman T4 CO2 pistol series
Incl. targets, ammo, CO2 & safety glasses. 8rd BB & pellet repeater.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=450 fps
- PC-1130-2052: $69.99

Crosman 12-gram CO2 cartridges
They invented the modern CO2 cartridge!

- PC-A-255: 5pk: $4.75

PyramydAir.com Phone: 855-367-7509
CZ 75D Compact CO2 pistol
Realistic firearm clone. DA/SA. 17rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=380 fps
- PC-2687-5295: $74.95
- PC-A-4434: extra mag: $24.95

Daisy Powerline 008 CO2 pistol series
Get the gun or kit, which incl. safety glasses, 2 mags, CO2, BBs & pellets. 8rd BB & pellet mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=480 fps
- PC-688-1342: gun only: $59.99

Daisy Powerline 15XTP CO2 pistol series
Get just the gun, the gun plus a dot sight or the kit. 15rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=480 fps
- PC-321-720: gun only: $29.99

Daisy Powerline 5170 Airstrike CO2 pistol
Upper & lower Weaver rails for mounting accessories. 21rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=520 fps
- PC-1719-3463: $39.99
- PC-A-527: extra mags, 5ct: $7.95

Daisy Powerline 5501/5502/5503 CO2 pistol series
Realistic blowback pistol, choose from three versions. 15rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=430 fps
- PC-1622-3075: 5501, gun only: $64.99

Daisy Powerline 61X CO2 pistol
Good weight, feels like a firearm. Shoots BBs or pellets. TruGlo fiber optic sights. 6rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=485 fps
- PC-346-747: $47.79

Daisy Powerline 693 CO2 pistol
Sends BBs downrange as fast as your finger can work the trigger. 15rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=400 fps
- PC-346-747: $47.79

Leapers UTG holsters
Whether you like practicing quick-draw or just want to keep your gun holstered til it’s time to use it, we have the holster you need.

- PC-A-637: Deluxe Commando belt holster, mag pocket, 6” long: $7.95
- PC-A-740: Special Operations universal tactical leg holster, mag pocket, 7” long: $14.95
- PC-A-4023: ambidextrous pocket holster, non-slip hands, 5.6” long: $5.49
- PC-A-3546: concealed belt holster, for compact/subcompact guns, 6.75” long: $7.95
- PC-A-4023: ambi pocket holster, 5.6” long: $5.49

Air Venturi safety glasses
Meets ANSI Z87.1+ safety standards. 99.9% UV protection, anti-fog clear lenses & adj. black temples.

- PC-A-4515: $4.95
Dan Wesson CO2 revolver series
Highly realistic. Incl. detachable Weaver rail, shells (each shell holds one steel BB) & speedloader.
Choose from several barrel lengths, finishes. 6rd BB repeater.

- CO2
- Revolver
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=318 fps/2.5”, .177 cal=344 fps/4”, .177 cal=426 fps/8” & 6”
- PC-2397-5155: .177, 8” barrel, black finish, 12 shells: $199.95
- PC-2645-5226: .177, 6” barrel, silver finish, 6 shells: $119.99
- PC-2652-5233: .177, 2.5” barrel, silver finish, 6 shells: $119.99
- PC-2651-5232: .177, 4” barrel, black finish, 6 shells: $119.99

Evanix Hunting Master AR6 air pistol
Remarkable power from a pistol.
6rd mag.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Revolver
- Repeater
- Small game hunting/plinking
- .22 cal=1000 fps
- PC-961-1809: $599.99
- PC-A-1020: extra mag: $17.91

Feinwerkbau P11 Piccolo air pistol
Whether you shoot 10-meter competitively or just like to pop paper targets at home, this pistol will do you proud. Dry-fire function. World Class accuracy.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=492 fps
- PC-2556-5085: $1299.95

Feinwerkbau P44 Match air pistol
THE pistol to beat in 10-meter competition! Right- and left-hand grips (flipper stays on the left side). Highly adjustable, extremely accurate. World Class accuracy.

- Precharged pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=508 fps
- PC-1240-4794: right-hand, medium grip: $1695.95
- PC-1240-4795: left-hand, medium grip: $1765.95

Gamo P-23 CO2 pistol
Terrific plinker for the whole family. 12rd BB mag & single-shot pellet gun.

- CO2
- Semiautomatic
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=400 fps
- PC-62-272: gun only: $59.95

Gamo P-25 CO2 pistol series
Get just the gun or the tactical version with fake suppressor, Weaver quad-rail, pellets, dot sight & tactical flashlight.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=450 fps, .177 cal=560 fps
- PC-2206-4435: combo: $159.95
- PC-2207-4436: gun only: $89.95
- PC-A-10694: extra mags, 2ct: $15.95

Gamo PT-80 CO2 pistol
Plink in the backyard, basement...anywhere. Fun for dad, mom & the kids.
8rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=410 fps
- PC-288-683: $74.95
- PC-A-150: extra mags, 3ct: $8.67

Gamo PT-85 CO2 pistol series
A lot of fun, not much money! Get just the gun or the combo. DA/SA.
16rd mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=450 fps, .177 cal=560 fps
- PC-2208-4437: gun only: $97.35
- PC-2209-4438: incl. fake suppressor, Weaver quad-rail, dot sight, flashlight & laser: $224.95
- PC-A-10694: extra mags, 2ct: $15.95

Gamo V3 CO2 pistol
Plink, plink, plink! Fun to shoot, add a laser to the accessory rail to extract max accuracy. 15rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=450 fps
- PC-439-947: $69.99
GSG 92 CO2 pistol
Terrific pistol for maintaining firearm proficiency. 20rd BB mag.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=312 fps
- PC-2035-4190: $112.95
- PC-A-2953: extra mag: $34.95

Hatsan 25 Supercharger air pistol
One of the most powerful spring pistols on the market. Adj. sights & 2-stage Quattro trigger. RH grips.
- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=700 fps, .22 cal=600 fps
- PC-2717-5340: .177: $129.99

Hatsan AT P1 air pistol
Unusual design, yet wonderfully accurate! .177 & .22/10rd mag, .25/9rd mag.
- Precharged pneumatic
- Sidelever
- Repeater
- Small game hunting/plinking
- .177 cal=810 fps, .22 cal=750 fps, .25 cal=680 fps
- PC-2964-5745: .177: $129.95
- PC-2964-5746: .22: $449.95
- PC-2964-5747: .25: $449.95

H&K P30 CO2 pistol
Incl. 8rd pellet clip, 15rd BB mag, gun case & pellet-loading tool.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=395 fps
- PC-1799-3663: $185.99
- PC-A-145: extra mags, 3ct: $14.95

H&K USP CO2 pistol
Looks, feels & handles like the firearm it copies. DA only. 22rd BB mag.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=360 fps
- PC-1554-2859: $299.99

IZH-Baikal 46M Match air pistol
Unless you’re going to the Olympics, you’ll never be able to out-shoot the potential of this 10M gun! Get just the gun or one of our combos.
- Single-stroke pneumatic
- Bolt-action
- Single-shot
- Competition
- .177 cal=500 fps
- PC-78-2626: gun only, RH hardwood grips: $359.95
- PC-581-11B9: LH hardwood grips & mounted dot sight: $619.95
- PC-2690-5298: gun only, RH grips, upgraded trigger: $589.99
- PC-2690-5299: gun only, LH grips, upgraded trigger: $599.99

IZH-Baikal 53M air pistol
This handy Russian breakbarrel pistol will keep you shooting for hours! Light cocking effort.
- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Target practice/fun
- .177 cal=360 fps
- PC-597-1214: $79.95

IZH-Baikal Drozd CO2 submachine gun
One of the most fun SMG on the market. Shoot more & refill less with the bulk-fill CO2 version. Three rates of fire + semiauto or burst-mode full-auto. 30rd BB mag.
- CO2
- Full-/semi-auto
- Repeater
- Plinking & target practice
- .177 cal=541 fps
- PC-362-774: gun only, uses 12-gram CO2 cartridges: $259.95
- PC-1397-2467: incl. fake suppressor: $329.50

IZH-Baikal Drozd MP-661K Blackbird CO2 submachine
Use 88-gram or 12-gram CO2 cartridges. 400rd BB hopper.
- CO2
- Full-/semi-auto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=541 fps
- PC-1554-2859: $299.99
Legends Makarov CO2 pistol
Extreme realism! DA/SA. A must for every Makarov collector. .18rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=380 fps
- PC-1977-3661: $55.95

Legends Parabellum P.08 CO2 pistol
One of the most desirable firearm clones made today. DA-only. .21rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=410 fps
- PC-3151-6097: $59.95

Magnum Research Baby Desert Eagle CO2
Get the gun or the fun shooting kit. Very realistic weight, feel & action. 15rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=420 fps
- PC-1095-2006: gun only: $36.99
- PC-2146-4337: incl, ammo, CO2, targets & safety glasses: $39.99

Magnum Research Desert Eagle CO2 pistol
It’s BIG! Looks and feels like the firearm. 8rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=425 fps
- PC-2404-4811: $59.95

RWS Diana LP8 air pistol
Repeatable accuracy! Extremely powerful. Few spring pistols can match this velocity.

- Spring-piston
- Breakbarrel
- Single-shot
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=700 fps
- PC-1840-3712: $259.95

SIG Sauer GSR CO2 pistol
SIG Sauer has been making great firearms for well over 100 years, so it stands to reason that this air pistol would measure up to their high standards. 22rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=397 fps
- PC-2176-4391: $119.95
- PC-A-3125: extra mag: $29.95

SIG Sauer P226 X-Five CO2 pistol
All-day plinker & suitable for maintaining firearm proficiency. Blowback. 18rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=300 fps
- PC-1555-2861: $59.95
- PC-2828-5536: black slide, metal mag, plastic frame & slide: $45.95

SIG Sauer SP2022 CO2 pistol series
Very realistic DA pistol. Black or silver slide. 23rd BB mag.

- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
- .177 cal=328 fps
- PC-1555-2861: black slide; plastic frame, metal slide & mag: $59.95
- PC-2828-5356: black slide, metal mag, plastic frame & slide: $45.95

PyramydAir.com
Phone: 855-367-7509
S&W 327 TRR8 CO2 BB revolver
Incl. Weaver scope rail. Accepts 6 realistic cases that you load with one steel BB in each. 6rd BB revolver.
- CO2
- Revolver
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.400 fps
  - PC-2760-5397: $99.95

S&W 586 CO2 revolver series
Classic pellet repeater. DA/SA, 4” or 6” barrel. Incl. two 10rd pellet mags.
- CO2
- Revolver
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.400 fps/4”
  - .177 cal=.425 fps/6”
  - PC-114-371: 4” barrel: $239.99
  - PC-115-372: 6” barrel: $259.95
  - PC-A-126: extra mags, 3ct: $34.95

S&W 686 CO2 revolver
About 50 shots per CO2 cartridge. Incl. hard case, two 10rd pellet mags, two front sights & a bore brush.
- CO2
- Revolver
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.425 fps
  - PC-118-375: $269.95
  - PC-A-126: extra mags, 3ct: $34.95

S&W M&P 45 CO2 pistol
The M&P (military & police) is a dead-ringer for the firearm. Windage-adj. rear sight. 8rd pellet circular clip & 8rd BB mag.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.370 fps
  - PC-2458-4930: $59.99
  - PC-A-3573: extra BB mags, 3ct: $9.95
  - PC-A-145: extra pellet mags, 3ct: $14.95

S&W M&P CO2 pistol series
Very realistic replica of the S&W Military & Police gun used by law enforcement units. 19rd BB mag.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.360 fps
  - PC-1558-2864: black grips, double-action only, tactical rail, 20rd BB mag: $34.95
  - PC-2534-5044: brown grips, single-action only, 18rd BB mag: $119.95

ASG Steyr M9-A1 CO2 pistol
Clone of the firearm. Use it for maintaining proficiency or lots of fun! 19rd BB mag.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.449 fps
  - PC-2955-5734: $89.95

Tanfoglio Witness 1911 CO2 pistol series
Great accuracy! Choose from black or brown grips.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.400 fps, .177 cal=.361 fps/black
  - PC-1558-2864: black grips, double-action only, tactical rail, 20rd BB mag: $34.95
  - PC-2534-5044: brown grips, single-action only, 18rd BB mag: $119.95

Umarex MORPH 3X CO2 pistol & rifle
Pistol, rifle or carbine...take your pick! 30rd BB magazine.
- CO2
- Semiauto
- Repeater
- Plinking/fun
  - .177 cal=.600 fps/rifle, .380 fps/pistol
  - PC-2747-5739: $79.99

Get the perfect gift for any occasion:
Pyramyd Air

Fax: 216-896-0896
PyramydAir.com